Webinar:
Best Practices to Engage Employees in their Health
Thursday, Feb. 10 | 10:00am-Noon

We’re kicking off our first event of 2022 with employee engagement expert, Dr. Jessica Grossmeier! She will discuss her research as a workplace wellbeing thought leader, discuss employee engagement tactics, and provide a tool employers can use to gauge their success.

After our keynote, we’ll host a Q&A session with employer-members who have found success in employee engagement.

Register for Event

---

Our Blog

### How The Alliance Moves Employer Health Care Forward

The mission of The Alliance is to move employer health care forward by controlling costs, improving quality, and engaging individuals in their health. Despite the challenges posed by a (seemingly never-ending) pandemic, our cooperative has made considerable strides...

Read more

### The Top Healthcare Trends Hurting Employers in 2022

Since the onset of the pandemic, price transparency has been one of the hottest healthcare trends, and we’ve kept close watch. (After all, Transparency isn’t just a healthcare trend, it’s one of our four core drivers of High-Value Health Care.) However, as 2021...

Read more

### How Employers Can Boost Their Employee Mental Health Benefits and Save $44 Billion

Boosting your employee mental health benefits this holiday season may be a good idea; although it's the time of year for Holiday cheer, there's a good chance that some of your employees are feeling stressed out right now. One in five people experience a mental...

Read more
We’re approaching award season at The Alliance! We want to recognize individuals or organizations that are significantly improving health care in their communities. Click to learn more and nominate someone you think is deserving. (It can be even be you!)

Nomination Page

News and Resources

**Obesity Action Brief**
The National Alliance of Healthcare Purchaser Coalitions has a great write-up on confronting the misunderstood and undermanaged workforce disease. Learn why, as an employer, you should care about obesity.

Learn More
Know Someone Who Needs a New Career?
The Alliance’s membership growth has helped us expand our goals, and new goals means we need new faces within the organization. We’ve created new positions for 2022 – check them out and forward them to someone who may be interested!

How Are We Doing?
Answer one question to let us know!

How likely is it that you would recommend The Alliance to a friend or colleague?

Highly Unlikely
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Highly Likely

To unsubscribe from The Alliance Newsletter please click below.
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